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Abstract—The paper describes the main components that 

characterize the state of economic security, including 

information security company. Indicators of enterprise 

information security and its threats are analyzed. The 

analysis of methods and models for assessing company 

information security was made. The evaluation model of 

enterprise information security by mathematical tools was 

provided. It increases the quality of management solutions 

for the enterprise. The decomposition management model of 

enterprise information security system was developed by way 

structural modeling. The results can be used to evaluate the 

information components of enterprise economic security. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Today, information technologies are the most important 
in ensuring the efficiency of enterprises. It should be noted, 
that information security issues have intensified on account 
of the massive use of new information and communications 
technologies due to the global tendency of the amount of 
information attacks increasing and significant financial and 
material losses. The company management should 
implement modern security system to provide the 
information security and leak prevention. The system has 
to combine different information protecting methods in a 
single set against attacks to protect the entire information 
environment - local networks, Internet exits, databases set. 
The company management should care about creating an 
integrated, modern system of protection of the confidential 
information component to ensure the preservation of 
information and the impossibility of its leakage beyond the 
company boundaries. The system must combine different 
information protecting methods against attacks into a single 
set, must protect the entire information environment: local 
networks, access points to Internet, databases, working 
files etc. 

The development and implementation of security 
system will eliminate illegal activity aimed at capturing 
sensitive information. It will lead to a sharp deterioration of 
enterprise’s economic situation, reputation and position in 
the competitive environment. Taking into account that in 
today's world a large share of attacks falls on the 
information component, in the development of the overall 
security system of the enterprise the biggest attention is 
paid precisely to the creation of a system of protection of 
information security. It is aimed at protecting against 

leakage, disclosure, loss of information, as well as at 
preventing unauthorized access to it by third parties.  

The objective of the paper is the development of a set 
of models of assessment of the company security 
information component, which will improve the quality of 
decision making concerning economic security. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

It is advisable to develop complex of models with the 
analysis of conceptual foundations of information security 
management in enterprise system. The problem of 
information security modeling and separate components of 
economic security of control systems were carried out by a 
number of scientists whose research results are presented in 
[1]–[7], [9]–[12]. 

In articles [5]–[10] is showed that the information 
security management system is the core of the overall 
management system. It provides the basis for risk analysis 
identified for the design, implementation, monitoring, 
maintenance and improvement of information security 
activities. The system consists of many components: 
organizational structures; policy; planning action; duties; 
procedures; processes and resources as demonstrated in 
[10]–[12]. In papers the number of practical solutions is 
suggested. The practical issues are carried out to achieve 
the goal of company information security: to classify the 
information resources at the enterprise; to develop the 
algorithm of the information system requirements; to 
allocate the responsibilities for each process; to develop the 
system of information security risks evaluation; to select 
the employees who will have access to information 
resources with a high risk of information leakage; the risk 
management system for information security is developed 
(methods, measures and their assessment); set of technical, 
administrative, management measures to reduce the threat 
of information leakage; Constant control over the state of 
information leakage risks is conducted; the physical 
security of the company personnel is carried out.  

The information security depends on a set of factors 
(external and internal), and on their dynamic impact and 
ensuring the safety of resources as demonstrated in [5]–
[12]. Figure 1 presents all vectors of influence between the 
following factors: threats to the information security that 
may arise and may be implemented as a result of the 
confidential information leakage; the vulnerability levels of  
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the enterprise’s information security factors relation 

the information security system that will affect the 
possibility of a threat; risks that foresee the losses for the 
enterprise as a result of confidential information disclosure. 

The objects of protection include language information, 
various types of documents (both electronic and paper), 
technical communication facilities, and rooms intended for 
confidential meetings, software tools and other valuable 
information objects of the enterprise. In order to stop the 
aggressor's attack on the company's secret information, the 
management organizes an algorithm for the risk 
management process, which is the basis of the company 
information security system. 

Creating an effective model of information security 
system uses an integrated approach that aims at reduction 
of internal and external threats, taking into account 
probable time and resource limits.  

One of the methods of assessing information security is 
based on risk management [8], [10]. It is necessary to 
determine the resources of the information system, that in 
the process of evaluating the information system agreeing 
with the authors [8]. It is necessary to divide these 
resources and external elements with which the interaction 
is carried out. Resources can be computer facilities, 
software, and data. Objective factors of the model are: 
threats to information security of enterprises, characterized 
by the probability of implementation; vulnerabilities in the 
information system or system of countermeasures 
(information security systems); risk - a factor reflecting the 
potential damage to the organization as a result of the 
threat of information security: leakage of information and 
its misuse (the risk reflects probable financial losses - 
direct or indirect) according to [8]. 

If we consider the system of the enterprise information 
security in terms of the process approach, then it can be 
presented as a risk management process (Fig. 2), which 
covers the following components: 

1) Description of business processes.  

2) Review and risk analysis. As a result, the set of 

potential acute threats and recommendations for their 

prevention were considered [8]–[12].  

3)  The process of risk assessment consists of the 

following steps: description of the object and protection 

measures; resource identification and determination of its 

quantitative indicators; analysis of threats to information 

security; vulnerability assessment; assessment of existing 

and foreseeable means of information security. 

4) Measures planning. The purpose of planning 

measures to minimize risks is to determine the timing and 

list of measures to exclude or minimize the loss in case of 

risk minimization.  

5)  Implementation of measures to minimize risks. The 

results of this process are risks minimization measures and 

time of their implementation. 

6)  Assessment of the information security 

management system effectiveness is a system process for 

obtaining and evaluating objective data on the current state 

of the system, actions and events occurring in it.  
 

 

Fig. 2. Model of risk management process for the information security 

system 

This approach is quite widespread in management 
practice, but it has a significant drawback: the evaluation of 
the risk of occurrence of events is difficult due to the 
problematic collection of source data that contain all 
possible variants of events.  

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The analysis of the literature sources concerning the 
information security models of the enterprise has shown 
that insufficient attention is paid to the evaluation and 
justification of the decisions taken on enterprise 
information security (ISE) from the point of view of 
mathematical modeling. The conceptual scheme of 
research, which includes the following main stages (Fig. 3), 
has been developed, taking into account exactly modern 
mathematical methods and models of information security 
of the enterprise. 

At the first stage of the research there is the formation 
of a research information space with the definition of the 
main indicators of the work efficiency and the state of 
economic security of the enterprise and its information 
component.  
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Fig. 3. Conceptual scheme of information security assessment of the 

enterprise 

The second step of the research involves the assessment 
and analysis of information security. The models of 
decomposition and estimation of information security costs 
are developed. By means of these models a general 
assessment of the information component of the company's 
economic security and the assessment of the reliability of 
the information security management system are carried 
out at this stage.  

The third step of the research is to summarize and 
formulate solutions to support enterprise information 
security—a generalized model, consisting of a model for 
forecasting the costs for enterprise information security and 
of a model for evaluating decisions, is under developing. 

IV. METHODS, FINDINGS 

At present, many models have been developed that are 
applied in the field of information security. They can be 
classified according to different features and criteria. For 
example, according to the implementation we should 
distinguish between mathematical models, according to the 
parameters of the model description—deterministic, 
stochastic, fuzzy, etc. In order to create a model, they are 
divided into forecasts designed and purpose optimized. 

However, it should be emphasized that at present there 
is no universal model of information security. It solves 
only a part of the problems identified as priorities, not 
taking into account the uniqueness of each system, which is 
in a constant change, under the influence of many factors, 
which are often difficult not only to describe, but also to 
identify in advance. Therefore, the paper suggests a new 
perspective on the development of a security system using 
the program ВPwin (Fig. 4).  

The first step is to create a context diagram, which is a 
general description of the system and its interaction with 
the external environment. Contextual diagram "Developing 
Information Security System" is characterized by input 
properties of information, legal and administrative 

measures for the development of information security 
system, a security service unit involved in the development 
of a security system, as well as obtaining recommendations 
on the protection of information, information security, 
protection systems information and data arrays to provide 
security. Initially, a process is created in the form of main 
activity and four areas, of which the following are 
distinguished: management (normative and legislative 
basis); internal management of processes (subjects of 
responsibility); incoming informative database; output 
effective information. 

This kind of diagram has an initial character. The main 
work is the basis and has a "black box" underneath, in the 
middle of which there is a clear and consistent hierarchy of 
activity. In our case, the main process has five levels: the 
formation of information security functions; company 
awareness of potential threats to information security; 
resource provision of information security; methods and 
measures of the information protection. It can be noted that 
at this stage internal management who are managers and 
administrators responsible at all stages for building an 
information security system and levels of decomposition 
process. These categories of workers are responsible for 
developing, analyzing, calculating and implementing those 
measures that can improve the protection of the company's 
sensitive data. The basis of the legislative framework is the 
laws of Ukraine "On Information", "On the Protection of 
Information Data" and various external and internal orders 
of the company management.  

The first decomposition diagram is divided into four 
consecutive stages, each of them is of great importance. 
The second is a threats analysis. The stage is very 
important from the standpoint of analytics, because some 
threats can significantly degrade the status, and the 
reputation of the organization. The third stage has the main 
purpose of planning actions for information security and 
emergency actions. Therefore, special attention should be 
paid to the development of measures that will be used in 
emergencies.  

The last stage of work is the choice of technical 
equipment for information security. At the stage, taking 
into account all the conclusions and recommendations of 
the previous stages of the work "Formation of the 
information protection functions", the selection, testing, 
analysis and adoption of technical basis for protection 
against unauthorized data of an external attack is carried 
out.  

As a result of such inspections, it is possible to obtain 
indicators of the equipment effectiveness, and the 
vulnerability of information data as a result of the 
aggressor attack. Expert evaluations of the conducted tests 
can provide clear recommendations for choosing or 
replacing the technical protection base. 

Let's return to the first stage of the decomposition. It 
also includes several measures. They can be performed 
both sequentially and in parallel with each other. The latter 
type is more practical because it takes much less time for 
such activities if the work is carried out in parallel. This 
type of work includes five action lines, which will help in 
the end to get a clear plan to protect the information array 
at the enterprise. Such actions include: 
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Fig. 4. Scheme of decomposition of the stages of information security providing 

1) Availability of information. The main purpose is to 
determine the information from the whole array of data, 
which is a potential threat to the enterprise as a result of 
leakage to the aggressor.  

2) Development. This direction is characterized by the 
fact that a detailed planning of data protection measures is 
carried out. It is the organizational component that is the 
leverage that should be "tightened" from all edges. The 
more attention is paid to this area, the better the 
implementation of such protective measures will be. 

3) Calculation. In the course of work, the collection of 
data array, its processing, analysis and calculation of those 
indicators is done. It will reflect the real magnitude of the 
threat as a result of its implementation. The indicators of 
the potential loss of each type of information and indicators 
of the state of the enterprise as a result of such a drain are 
calculated. 

4) Priority. The basis of this type of work is to define 
the information that is a secret for any person who does not 
control the process of managing the company. Such 
information is given the highest priority of secrecy. Then 
the information is collected in one array; the leakage of 
such information will lead to difficult financial and moral 
state of the company. And then the information is classified 
by the level of secrecy. This structuring is very important 
because the flow of information in the enterprise is very 
large, and therefore such a classification will help to 
increase the level of the data security. 

5) Structural work. The actions in this direction will be 
aimed at the distribution of information for official duties 
of each structural unit at the enterprise. Delegation of 
authority is very important for high productivity in the 
company. So, you can identify those units that will perform 
their daily work. Upon termination of work at all stages, 

we obtain the final plan for the information protection at 
the enterprise. 

The second stage in developing a security system at the 
enterprise is the awareness of the organization about 
potential threats to information security. Awareness of the 
organization about potential threats to information security 
includes four stages: a model for assessing losses from 
potential threats; classification of threats; sources of 
threats. 

The results of the first three measures form the 
foundation for developing a model of resource security. 
The first three works may interact closely with each other, 
because one indicator (the threat) is the basis for 
classifying, analyzing and reviewing sources. 

Let's examine in details how the model of estimation of 
losses from potential threats is visualized. This stage has 
the following areas of development: financial harm from 
the disclosure of secret information; moral and material 
damage; financial costs to restore the violated information 
resources. Such a thorough analysis will reflect the losses 
in groups and there is an opportunity for so-called 
clusterization of losses from which it is possible to allocate 
clusters with a high degree of losses, medium and low. 
Sources of threats can be external and internal. The first 
type includes: potential criminals and hackers; 
unscrupulous partners; technical staff of service providers; 
communication facilities; low-quality software tools for 
information processing; low-quality technical means of 
collecting and processing information. Internal sources of 
threats include: the main personnel of the organization; 
representatives of the information security service; 
technical staff. At the end of damage evaluation, a model 
of resource provision for information security of the 
enterprise is developed. 
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The third stage of the main process decomposition is 
the resource support. The fourth stage is the development 
of methods and measures to protect the information. At this 
stage, taking into account all the analytics of the previous 
stages of work, our methods and measures of information 
protection are implemented in our model. They absorb two 
types – subjective and objective. The first type of 
information protection measures includes: legal measures; 
moral and ethical methods; administrative measures; 
physical methods. The second type of activities includes: 
technical facilities; software; hardware - software. This 
stage of work, like all previous levels and stages of 
decomposition, is regulated by the enterprise security 
department, data system administrator, data security 
administrator, and other personnel whose work is closely 
related to security. The last stage of building an 
information security system involves the creation of 
recommendations for managerial decisions on improving 
the effectiveness of the information component in the 
economic security of the enterprise. 

As an example, let's look at the results of the evaluation 
of the structural characteristics, a company engaged in 
design, plan development, and construction. The 
organizational structure is depicted on Figure 5. 

 

Fig. 5. Organizational structure of company 

The adjacency matrix for the analyzed structure is 
shown on Figure 6.  

 

Fig. 6. Matrix adjacency 

The columns and rows matrix describe structural 
elements: 1—manager, 2—accountant, 3—deputy director, 
4—design department, 5—transport and technical 
department, 6—construction department, 7—design and 
repairing group. Let's check this structure for connectivity. 
The connection of structure is estimated by the formula 
[11]: 
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where n is number of structure’s vertices, aij is the 
connection between the two elements. 

It should be noted that the graph is not oriented, C = 6. 
From the above results the structure is connected, all the 
elements are interconnected. The index of structural 
redundancy is estimated by the formula: 
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Substituting our data, the result for our structure is R = 
0. This suggests that there is a minimum number of links in 
this system. 

Then the index of uneven distribution of bonds is 
calculated by the formula: 
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where ρi is the number of edges coming from the i-th 
vertex, m is the number of edges. 

For the structure ε
2
 = 14. Since this value is not too 

large, it can be concluded that the relationship is distributed 
almost evenly, that is, the possibilities of the structure are 
used practically as much as possible. 

The matrix of distances will be as follows (Fig. 7). 

 

Fig. 7. Matrix of distances 

Absolute compactness is calculated by the formula: 
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where dij— the minimum length of the path between the    
i-th and j-th vertices. 

The absolute compactness of the structure is Q = 80. 
Let’s calculate the relative compactness by the formula: 
Qrel = Q/Qmin–1, where Qmin are calculated by the formula: 
Qmin = n(n – 1). The relative compactness for our structure 
is 0.9. Structural compactness can also be characterized by 
another characteristic - the diameter of the structure. The 
diameter of the structure shows the maximum distance 
from one element of the structure to another and is the 
maximum of all dij. For the analyzed structure, the diameter 
is 3. Next, we need to calculate the degree of centralization 
of the structure: 
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where zmax = max{zi}. zi is calculated by the formula: 
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The degree of centralization is 0.93. The calculations 
results of absolute and relative compactness make it 
possible to assert that this structure is not compact and can 
be improved. The degree of centralization is 0.93, which 
indicates the presence of the main element in the control 
system, on which the key security decisions depend and 
which is responsible for the work of practically all other 
elements—the security system departments. Thus, we can 
conclude that for this enterprise it is expedient to develop 
methods for delegation of managerial authority from senior 
management to operational level managers to improve the 
reliability of the enterprise security management system. 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Thus, the development of the proposed system 
corresponds to all norms and reflects the stages of its 
construction as in real conditions, the subjects and objects 
that interact at each stage and in each work. Such a model 
can become the basis of information security for 
enterprises. But it's worth noting that each organization 
should develop an individual security system, and take 
these examples into account. With the help of resources, 
qualifications, and modern software, the company creates a 
barrier for aggressors who intend to steal sensitive 
information. 

Thus, the paper considers the decomposition of 
business processes for managing information security. In 
the work the indicators of information inertia as the most 
important in developing the general model of information 
security management are assessed. The scientific novelty 
of the research is that the complex of assessment models of 
the information security components of an enterprise has 
been improved on the basis of the structural topological 
analysis of organizational systems. Unlike existing models, 
the proposed set of models takes into account the indicators 
of information inertia. The decomposition of information 
security management processes in terms of refining 
business processes for managing information security has 
been further developed using structural analysis and design 
tools as CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler. This makes it 
possible to improve the quality of information security 
solutions. 

The performed analysis is the basis for further research 
of various models and topologies of information security 
systems. It provides an opportunity to assess the 
effectiveness of the information security system, serves as 
the basis for modeling the static and dynamic 
characteristics of the system. These estimates are important 
safety features and reflect the level of reliability, stability 
and sensitivity of the system to the change in parameters. 
Quantitative evaluation of the linkage of elements in the 
system makes it possible to adjust the management 
structure in a short time and to improve the management of 
information security. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

The obtained results form the basis for further scientific 
research, the main directions of which are: development of 
the most effective information security management 
structures of the enterprise; a study of potential security 
threats, vulnerabilities of the system and attacks based on 
the synthesis of dynamic quantitative and qualitative 
characteristics, which will enable to develop effective 
strategies for their prevention. 
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